
 
Year in Review 
It’s been a great year on the SRA and we are sad to see it coming to a close. We had a 

lot of ambitious goals going into the year and was humbled by the realities of SRA. 

However, we have really enjoyed getting to know other SRA representatives and joining 

along for post-meeting Snooty’s. 

 

Going into the year, we had 3 main priorities; engaging BHSc with the MSU, 

transparency, and implementing TA Feedback. We made a lot of efforts in engaging with 

our constituents on social media and increasing our presence. We recapped meetings 

with digestible graphics and posted opportunities for BHSc students to get involved. 

There was an increase in BHSc students on MSU committees as a result, leading to a 

pipeline to higher MSU positions. We also recontinued SRA office hours virtually. We 

began consulting on the implementation of TA Feedback, but this is a priority that will 

have to carry through to future years. 

 

There were many projects that were left ongoing or weren’t completed. We began 

looking into MUSC maintenance with amenities review with ArtSci. There was also a 

research symposium in collaboration with SRA Science which didn’t end up happening 

as MURSA was hosting a similar event. For future SRA members, the BHSc lounge is 

still up for renovation and may be a point of collaboration between the caucus and the 

BHSc faculty.  

 

Notably, the SRA Health Sciences seats were the only election for SRA generals this 

year. It was great to see more students engaged in the SRA over the year and interested 

in the seats.  

 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Kerry Yang and Cloris Su 

SRA Health Sciences Caucus Leaders 
McMaster Students Union 
srahealth@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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